Hubspot’s engineering team uses 15Five status reporting software for clear communication

The company that pioneered Inbound Marketing uses 15Five’s lightweight internal communications solution to keep their large engineering team aligned.

“15Five is a lightweight status reporting mechanism that allows for clarity of communication, which is particularly important in a large organization like HubSpot to keep everyone on the same page about what people are doing and why.”

Eric Richard
VP of Engineering, HubSpot

KNOWING THE PULSE OF YOUR TEAM

Eric Richard is VP of Engineering at HubSpot, where he oversees HubSpot’s Cambridge and Dublin development teams and the development of all of HubSpot’s products. Eric brings more than 20 years of experience in the tech industry as a founder, CTO and engineering leader.

The primary problem for an engineering manager is that it’s effectively a project management role. How does Eric ensure that he knows where all the trains are going and keep them on track? 15Five software helps Eric identify obstacles and issues, so that he can step-in to create a solution.

Different teams use different approaches for check-ins. Those who don’t use standups lose the communication vehicle to gather information. We needed a solution to provide perspective on what’s going on, that would otherwise be missing.”
TOP/DOWN VISIBILITY

Beyond status updates, Eric creates a channel between individual employees and managers, where they can speak freely in a non-group setting. He asks these 3 questions across the engineering organization:

- What goals did you accomplish this week?
- What are your goals for next week?
- What challenges are you facing?

A cadence forms where conversations happen between employees and managers, and information is passed up the chain. Eric reads 15Fives from 6 directors who each review about 10 tech leads, who in turn each review 2-3 people. The engineering organization is 200 strong, and 15Five gives visibility at every level.

THE POWER OF PEER RECOGNITION

Once each week, with the High Five feature, every employee on Eric’s team is asked to consider if anything happened that’s worth calling-out. That has tremendous value.

In 15Five, employees are already contemplating their week, so High Fives are very conceptually aligned. Publicizing the High Fives by printing them out or via the public dashboard aids with morale as well.

"Engineering leadership receives a bird’s eye view of everything occurring and can address inconsistencies or potential conflicts that would otherwise remain unknown."

"Peer recognition is an important element on any team. High Fives generate a feeling of accomplishment, and people feel that their work was noticed and appreciated."
SCALING THE ENGINEERING ORGANIZATION

A scaling company is liking an expanding balloon. As it grows, every point on it gets further and further away from every other point. As you scale, particularly for the people at the top, you are getting more disconnected from others. This means that engineering leads don’t know what’s going on, can’t provide support, and the employees also feel that their managers are removed.

All of those failures have negative impacts. In a scaling organization, creating a close-knit fabric and communicating are the keys to making the balloon shrink. A 200 person organization then feels much smaller.

Eric reviews every 15Five every week and he immediately responds to concerns personally or through an employee’s direct supervisor. This closes the gaps in the organization, because outside of 15Five communication happens sometimes as rarely as once per year. There may be no other form of engagement between employees and leadership, but they know that details shared in 15Five have a direct and immediate escalation chain through 3 to 4 different levels of management.

ABOUT 15FIVE

15Five is a fundamentally new way for businesses to maximize their talent by creating a culture of feedback. Through a lightweight weekly check-in, 15Five delivers a full suite of integrated solutions - including continuous employee feedback, objective tracking (OKRs), pulse surveys, 1-on-1 meeting agendas, and peer recognition.

To learn more, visit www.15Five.com or contact sales@15Five.com

“Responding to questions is a release valve for people to know they can be heard and to shrink the balloon of a large company.”